
 
 

Kudos! If you are reading this, then let me assure you that you are in safe hands. With our LED delivery 
bags and boxes, BikeKit® has transformed the last-mile delivery solution. We have paid special 
attention to the materials, quality, and functional aspects. You’ll ask why this is better? We get it. Since 
it’s an investment, your key concern would be to get the maximum return on your investment. This can 
be achieved in three ways. 
 
Functional: You can change the branding whenever you want in a matter of minutes. Literally! 
 
Branding: With our bright LED panel, your branding will stand out from the traditional bags. It’s like 
having a billboard, with the power to attract attention wherever you desire. Hence, more brand visibility. 
 
Marketing: You can replace your existing branding with new offers, new launches, marketing activity 
collaborations with your network channels, and so on. 
Here are the guidelines for mounting branding or graphics on the LED panel. 
 
1.1 LED PANEL 
 
LED Delivery Bags 
BikeKit’s LED Delivery bags are equipped with 1 LED Panel measuring 38 x 38 cm, which can be powered 
by either our exclusive power-bank or via the battery of the motorcycle/scooter/e-bike.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.2 SPECIFICATION OF BRANDING VINYL 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Led Panel Size  : W38cm X H38cm 

Mounting Material : Any Translucent Self-Adhesive Digital Vinyl 
for Internally Illuminated LED Panel OR self-adhesive light-pass vinyl 

LED Delivery Bag 



 
Please refer to the size of the Self-Adhesive Digital Vinyl to be mounted onto the LED Panel. Kindly 
ensure that you have taken the size as per the product category. 
 
1.3 THE BASICS 
This section is for those who are aware of the printing process, methods, and design type and just need 
a quick guideline on the steps. However, if you need more detailed information, please move to the 
next step. 
  

1. Choose the file format (usually PDF works best). 
2. Add a bleed area (extra space on the sides). Most printing jobs require an extra area of 2 mm to 5 mm 

just to ensure that the edge of the artwork has space to align correctly. 
3. Embed all fonts or convert them into flat paths. 
4. Save your file as a single-layered image file at 300 DPI. 

Simple right! If you still need form info, please read through the next steps. 
 
1.4 FILE FORMAT 
The first thing to consider when preparing artwork for print is which file format to save it as. This 
depends on the software you’re using. We recommend using image publishing software and/or vector 
drawing software such as Adobe Illustrator or InDesign. Just remember that the file must be in vector 
in CYMK as the print quality is better with this option. 
 
 
1.5 IMAGE RESOLUTION 
When preparing artwork for print, we recommend having at least 300 DPI for your image. This means 
the naked eye won’t be able to see the individual pixels at a close distance. This translates directly to 
image quality. 
 
1.6 PRINTING: VISIBLE AREA VS SUFACE AREA 
The surface area is the total size of the LED panel. Since the LED panel has a frame to secure the layers 
of LED, insulation, etc., it covers a minute area on the front face. As a result, the visible area differs from 
the surface area. 


